Coal, oil, gas, minerals... The extractive industry plunders the resources of countries in the Global South, causing irreversible damage to the environment and harmful impacts on the communities. It makes billions of profits but does not pay its due share of taxes. Tax dodging by multinationals in the extractive sector results in loss of billions of much needed tax revenue in developing countries.

We urge social movements, rights and environmental organisations, citizens’ groups, NGOs, and activists to campaign for #TaxJustice in the Extractive industry.

OUR OBJECTIVES

- Expose the tax abuses of extractive corporations
- Build and shape strong public opinion in support of towards seeking tax and fiscal justice for tax abuses in the extractive sector
- Build linkages & convergences with other movements and & the campaigns focusing on the extractive sector.

Join the Global Alliance for Tax Justice and its members in the Global Day of Action on #Tax Justice in the Extractives on Nov 19, 2019

See our 10 DEMANDS here

- Organize public actions
- Circulate infographics on unjust tax policies governing the extractive industry in your country
- Organize a webinar, educational discussions in communities, schools & workplaces
- Share information on initiatives addressing the taxation challenges in the extractive sector
- Poste & repost social media stories from women & community leaders affected by extractive projects
- Target extractive companies to call them out for tax avoidance and other tax abuses
- Organize media conferences or forums
- Release or translate blog articles

...and more!

www.globaltaxjustice.org